
Fact Sheet:  Integrity and values 
 
PM Albanese leap-frogged Morrison on an integrity platform as Morrison was proving the adage, 
“Oppositions don’t win elections, governments lose them”.   
 
Morrison had no positive values but his 
degradation of integrity was condemned around 
the world.  Albanese defined it narrowly as anti-
corruption which it isn’t as when he brought 
Professor Glyn Davis in to head up his 
Department on a wider remit. 

 
 
The moral stain has been strongly documented 
but ignored by an Albanese who used to deny he 
was from Sicily, as if that mattered.  Treasurer 
Jim Chalmers has strong deviant tendencies as 
explained. 

 
Upfront there are three integrity issues of monumental significance inter alia where the Albanese 
Government has not met its potential: 

1. Long-term climate futures where not following a determined mitigation path to 2030, 2040 and 
2050 will harm future generations here, in the Islands and around the world 

2. Similar continuance of distorted economic and infrastructure planning and budgetting, where 
reduced service standards and rising debt are features, will damage current and future generations’ 
ability to manage their world even if we pass on the substandard one compared with what we 
could have done 

3. The moral stain of the LNP ethical catastrophe has been only partially addressed and not at all in 
terms of maximising the value of government, redressing corruption and waste, and expiating IP 
theft and the  underpinning cruelty imposed by the LNP as well as by the Rail Union and Labor itself. 

 
Climate and economic missed opportunities are addressed in other Fact Sheets where the connections 
between  

• international betrayals 

• backroom relations with carbon corporates and heavy carbon subsidies 

• local mitigation programs as in Newcastle’s post-carbon world-best revival being replicated through 
the NSIP template 

• “community resilience” as an integral companion to PPEs, clinics and wonderful hospitals, including 
feedback from health campaigns into lower system costs – the Murray/Gibbons template offered 
free to Albanese but, as with others, no responsiveness 

• projects that would reduce debt, congestion, health and living costs pressures and regional/sectoral 
hardship which governments are suppressing, and  

• upcoming economic statement, business summit and budget as constrained by a continuation of 
Frydenberg distortions 

are explained. 

So far the Government has refused to consider my "positive changes" in repairing integrity, with the PM's 
promise "to change": 

• the identification of pre-ICAC corruption, 
• means of expiation of the effects of cruel and malevolent corruption, and 

Benefits of reading
• How our health and economic problems can be reversed from the 

Morrison/Frydenberg crises into an Albanese storybook

• How to reduce covid risks in our suburbs and regions
• How to reward efforts and adopt great ideas, saving future generations

• What is the truth about Stephen Kennedy, the Coalition’s clodhopper 
thumbscrew but Jim’s friend



• means of avoiding further such instances of corruption including reversing the dominant "slam the 
door closed". 

The theft of all or any of a citizen's property without cause, such as plagiarism of published, protected ideas, 
and denial of promised relief such as bushfire and flood reconstruction, are corrupt in intent and effect, and 
non-return of the property is also corrupt including with the "shameful tolerance" by ministers and 
Parliamentarians. 

Port-barrelling in a pre-election timeframe is traditional; but the gross level and politicisation of Morrison 
and Berejiklian have been regarded as corrupt in intent. The major source in Australia on systemic 
corruption appears to be this author's https://www.kobo.com/au/en/ebook/righteous-blame where 
"malevolence" is frequently used as well as integrity and corruption. 

The fact is, Albanese's reference 
to an increasing state of 
corruption is the malevolent 
breakdown of "due diligence" 
and "the rule of law" as analysed 
in RIGHTEOUS BLAME and other 
books as listed at Kobo.  The 
problems from Morrison are 
widely regarded as 
"challenging". The situation is 
much worse than that BUT the 
solutions are in the websites and 
books. 

 

Already major economic stimulus parameters have been compromised:  I offered free access but locked them 
off under duress: 

• faster trains, regional population and employment balances, 

• specific transport situations such as to the east, north, northwest, west, southwest and southeast of 
Sydney – political statements about carbon and congestion costs in cities are cant as they promote 
projects that worsen congestion & carbon and suppress better options (these are supposed to lie 
within the PM’s skills set) 

• broad nation-building initiatives across all three levels of government. 

There is a demonstrable loss of  

• efficiencies in meeting climate and natural events, migration and population, existing infrastructure 
defects,  changes in locations & frequency of natural crises and living security 

• community PR events including thank-you to first responders and frontline staff in the Murray 

• famous proposal for First Nations fire risk reduction program 

• transit innovations, reduced congestion, lower suburban living costs including asthma and stress, and 

• Humanitarian causes specified here and at sydneyimprovementpolitics.com, such as Save the 
Children, brain tumour and health, Police Legacy and my long-held ambition for a national institute to 
remember Forgotten Heroes. 

Labor knew of my circumstances but Chalmers gave the clear impression he enjoyed causing me pain: 

Long-term homelessness and destitution led to stress and dietary imbalance symptoms which I 
did not recognise, I eventually collapsed and was rushed to hospital A&E and med wards for 10 
days of treatment and tests re critical diabetes, anaemia and suppurating cellulitis (8 days of 
intravenous drips for a total of 62 days on antibiotics). 

The ALP was informed of these general and specific issues and ignored them, showing a callous 
disregard for human values and instead a fixation on shared values with the cretins in the LNP. 


